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1  Qualifications and Experience 

 

1.1 My full name is Jeremy Francis Whelan and I am the Managing Director of Ignite Architects 

Ltd. I hold the qualification of Bachelor of Architecture, Auckland University, 1984. 

1.2 I am a registered architect and a member of the New Zealand Institute of Architects (NZIA) 

and the Royal Australian Institute of Architects. I have practised as an architect in New 

Zealand, Australia, Pacific Islands, Asia and the UAE over the past 27 years. I have been 

involved in many major commercial projects including major master planning and design for 

retail and commercial projects. My background has been predominantly been in the design 

and delivery of retail shopping centres and retail mixed use projects.   

1.3  I am the Managing Director of Ignite Architects and have held this position for the past 22 

years. I have practised architecture and completed projects throughout New Zealand 

including in 2003 the Meridian Shopping Centre Development and the Arthur Barnett 

department Store site in Dunedin, Barringtons Shopping Centre Development Christchurch, 

Arthur Barnett Store renovation Christchurch CBD, the proposed new Mooorhouse 

Avenue Cinema and Entertainment Complex in Christchurch and recently new retail 

footprints for the Warehouse and Farmers Department Stores in Rangiora and Rolleston. 

This experience has given a valued understanding of Christchurch and its city and regional 

retail environments. 

1.4 Over the past 27 years I have been involved in working with major retail and commercial 

developers including Westfield NZ and Australia, Kiwi Income Property Trust, AMP  Capital 

and Tainui Group Holdings in developing projects throughout NZ as well as completing 

projects for major retailers including The Warehouse, Farmers, Foodstuffs, Countdown. In 

addition I have completed projects for Hoyts and Readings in the cinema and entertainment 

business throughout NZ. 

1.5 I oversee our Australian office where Ignite is completing major lifestyle and mixed use retail 

commissions for Mirvac in Sydney, a major mixed use project in North Adelaide for Makris 

Group, and a major 16 screen cinema for Hoyts Group at Chadstone in Melbourne. 

Currently Ignite is designing for APEC 2018 a major commercial project in Port Moresby, 

Papua New Guinea with two hotels, retail, food and beverage and a convention centre. 
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2. Code of Conduct 

2.1 I confirm I have read the Code of Conduct for expert witnesses contained in the 

Environment Court of New Zealand Practice Note 2014. I confirm that I have considered all 

material facts that I am aware of that might alter or detract from the opinions I express and 

that this evidence is within my area of expertise, except where I state that I am relying on 

evidence of another person. 

3.  Scope of Evidence 

3.1 I have been asked by the submitter to provide evidence on the requirements and challenges 

of architectural master planning for retail developments.  In my evidence I address the 

following aspects of retail master planning: 

 

• What are the characteristics and design outcomes of good retail design?  

• My involvement with the Styx and other sites and the difficulties of achieving good 

design (functional and aesthetic) if subject to detailed rules and predetermined 

location of elements such as internal roads. 

• Is it possible to provide for flexibility over time to enable the built form to respond 

to changes in the market and tenants requirements? 

 

The basis for this evidence is my background as a retail master planner, my commercial 

experience and that of Ignite Architects having completed numerous master plan design 

iterations on the Styx site over the past three years. 

4. Quality Retail Centre Design 

4.1 A well designed retail centre and mall will deliver a strong sense of place that is owned     by 

 the local community. In my view a quality centre is characterised by the following key 

 attributes: 

• Delivering on the fundamentals of a good shopping centre design such as accessibility, 

convenient parking and high quality amenities. 

• Authenticity - the centre is unique to it’s local environment and community and  driven 

by a tenancy and merchandise mix that the community needs and responds to 
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• The centres ability to respond to the trip motivations of the consumer by being able to 

say  let’s go shopping, lets hang out, let’s eat, let’s do business, let’s go to a movie, let’s 

get active, let’s do something with the family. Consumers are seeking environments to 

meet friends, spend time with family and be entertained. 

• An appropriate scale and massing for the location and an architecture that that will tell 

a story about the centre and the community 

• Integration of traffic, parking and security in a logical and consistent manner that makes 

the consumer feel at ease. 

• A retail format that is intuitive and customer wayfinding simplified with a well thought 

through retail plan, integrated with tenant mix, shopfront activation, food and beverage 

locations, kiosk and alfresco dining opportunities 

• Creating a mixed use centre as scalable solution to the need to use land intelligently 

and has flexibility to remain relevant to the local community. 

4.2 In my view the Styx site is ideally placed for a quality retail centre if left to develop within 

the relatively relaxed regulatory environment.  The site is within a growth area and situated 

on a main roading network. The site has the railway corridor to it’s back and the Styx River 

amenity and wetland areas to the south. The site and orientation are ideal to allow an 

experienced owner to develop the site within the commercial zone business rules and 

integrate with the adjoining Northwood SupaCentre site, which the developer also owns. 

Key retail drivers for the owner are ensuring the centre is attractive to the customers and 

meets the tenants operational needs. Quality masterplanning and urban design will deliver a 

quality shopping experience on this site. 

4.3 In my experience managing the myriad of design inputs above will provide for a centre that 

builds on the unique site, climate, vernacular, history & diversity of a place - interwoven with 

sustainable energy strategies creating a successful retail environment that strengthens the 

connections between people and community. 

5. Involvement with the Styx Centre 

5.1 Ignite have been engaged by AMP Capital Investors NZ Ltd since January 2012 to July 2014 

 on the development master plan options. During this period I have become familiar with 

 rules for the Styx Centre Zone and Special Provision Plan for the Styx Centre under PC 22.I 

 understand these same provisions are now contained in a special Commercial Core (Belfast) 
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 zone in the Replacement District Plan and that these apply to the Styx site as well as the 

 general Commercial Core zone.   

5.2 In developing options for the development of the Styx site using the existing rules and site 

overlays the centre has proven not to be commercially viable. This is in my view is due to 3 

key elements of the special provision plan (referred to as the Outline Development Plan in 

the Commercial Core (Belfast) zone). 

 Firstly the concept and position of the North South Main Street. 

 Secondly the requirement for an active retail frontage to Radcliffe Rd and Main 

North Road 

 Thirdly the limitation on access points to Radcliffe Rd and Main North Road. 

5.2 The resultant rules develop excessive outward facing retail frontages that make leasing of 

these sites difficult, if not impossible. In addition the positioning of the Main Street adjacent 

the railway line boundary does not provide sufficient block depth to form the Main Street 

Concept with required supporting inline stores and large format anchor stores. 

5.3 In my experience the outline development plan has restricted sensible building placement 

 on the site and the ability for the site to function as a viable commercial and retail centre. 

6. Planning impacts on retail design strategies 

6.1 The provision of an outline development plan or structure plan with defined rules for key 

 retail sites impacts the design potential and outcome for a major commercial centre such as 

 the Styx. This is due to the rules being prescriptive, not tenant focused and lacking any 

flexibility to the concept plan. In my role I have reviewed re development options for clients 

for Eastridge Shopping Centre, Kepa Rd Auckland that was built under a CDP – 

Comprehensive Development Plan. The CDP resulted in a neighbourhood centre that has 

consistently struggled to lease the inline retail stores both internally and externally yet has a 

thriving standalone New World supermarket. This CDP failed as it was supermarket driven 

and did not manage the tenant integration in to the centre, was not flexible and required a 

plan change to amend. In my view this has severely impacted the future value of the centre. 

 

6.2 In my experience planners have little understanding of the operational requirements and 

 building footprint sizes of major tenants and associated retailers that comprise a major retail 
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development, the financial drivers of a retail centre or key tenant requirements. Parking 

requirements for a major retail development are often compromised by planners focused on 

removing cars from the site frontages at the expense of the customer ease of use, flexibility 

and increased walking distances.  

6.3 Applying prescriptive rules and unconsidered urban design overlays only inhibits and 

compromises the future design potential of a centre. For example agreed site access and 

internal roading should be an outcome of the design process where: 

 

• safe site access is driven from the roading network to parking areas 

• the internal road network functions to take customers to parking areas related to use 

and convenience within the centre 

• parking areas are developed on grade or in carpark structures to maximise the 

development potential of the site 

• any secondary road network assists in providing the servicing, loading and deliveries for 

the centre separated where possible from customer vehicular and pedestrian traffic 

• the major retail tenants which anchor a centre are placed to facilitate access and 

convenience and allow for flexibility in growing the centre in phases as well to 

functionally establish the design and commercial framework and adjacencies between 

major stores and similar inline tenancies. 

6.4 The functional elements of the design in site layout and configuration should not be 

 compromised but worked in tandem with all design opportunities for a site including views 

 in to the site and from the site, sun and shade, customer experience within the development 

 and overall design direction and aesthetic.  

6.5 In my view this has become evident in the design options prepared for the Styx Centre 

 where the desire for a Main Street approach in the outline development plan locates the 

Main Street function at the rear portion of the site and adjacent the railway. This provides 

no critical mass of larger format stores on the south east side to anchor the Main Street due 

to a defined Main Street position. The Main Street competes directly with a desire for active 

retail frontages to both Main North Road and Radcliffe Rd. The result delivers a centre that 

is not viable with excessive outward focused retail stores that cannot be leased and 

adjacencies to large format and major tenants poor.  
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6.6 I am of the view that a centre also needs a back zone to function, operate efficiently and 

support the retail tenants and that providing active frontage rules to extensive external faces 

impacts site planning and development. In my experience good design and planning can 

alleviate this requirement. For example Ignite resolved this same issue at Te Awa The Base 

Hamilton where the loading zones were sleeved and integrated to the SH1 Main Road and 

key approach to the centre resulting in a well-balanced façade and architectural form 

6.7 I hold the view that poorly placed or compromised built form due to prescriptive planning 

 can limit the centres design potential and design aesthetic. Successful integrated centres in 

 Christchurch and elsewhere are based on well-conceived design fundamentals as opposed to 

 textbook urban design criteria. 

6.8 I understand from the evidence of Patricia Harte that the consent process for considering 

 new development under the Commercial Core zone will enable Council to assess all 

 relevant matters in relation to design and function, particularly in relation to public space. I 

 also understand it has the advantage of not tying development to a preconceived layout 

 contained in an outline development plan. In my opinion this approach has the necessary 

 flexibility I refer to in the following paragraphs and avoids the problems referred to above 

 relating to prescriptiveness. 

7  Development Flexibility 

7.1 In my experience all major retail centres tend to develop over time and are often 

redeveloped as the market and catchment changes and grows and in order to remain 

 competitive by providing the latest retail offers and public spaces. Therefore flexibility in 

planning and design are essential as the pace of technological change affects brick and mortar 

stores and retail centres.  

7.2 The retail market has been dominated traditionally by the large format and big box retailers 

 linked with speciality stores but  in my view that is changing as hybrid centres are coming to 

the fore demanding increased flexibility in planning than previously with alternate formats 

and tenant mix. Key features are: 

• Lifestyle dominated centres where fitness centres and gyms draw a stream of 

customers previously dominated by large format stores with increased category depth 

in supporting retail 

• Outlet Centres are increasing and are mixed with main stream shopping centres 
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• Centres are becoming mobile capable with Apps to deliver their customers’ needs and 

link directly with the customers. Centres are becoming more mobile tech and E 

Commerce savvy. 

• Stores can now provide same day delivery via mobile technology thereby acting as a 

local distribution centre 

• Entertainment uses and service orientated business are growing in retail centres with 

the food and beverage category growing dramatically. There is a continuing growth of 

the fast-casual food industry 

• Shopping centres will continue to right size over time their large format offerings sub 

leasing space to adjust to the rapidly evolving consumer landscape 

7.3 Major retail projects need to be staged and phased to meet the customer’s needs as retail is 

dynamic and constantly changing. In my experience working with large retail site developers 

such as Kiwi Income Property Trust on the Plaza Palmerston North, Westfield NZ on the 

redevelopment of St Lukes and AMP Capital on Botany Town Centre and Bayfair Shopping 

Centre these large developers are experienced in working with a centre through a staged 

development process which responds to the market demands. Flexibility is paramount to 

ensure economic return and quality planning and design outcomes that will meet the market 

aspirations and tenant criteria including operational requirements.  

7.4 Centres need to have this level of flexibility to meet the dynamics of change and not be 

constrained by planning overlays. Rules that do not provide for flexibility hinder future 

financial viability and investment choice of the owner. In developing Te Awa The Base in 

Hamilton I was involved with the master planning of a two phase project over 8 years, stage 

1 being large format  stores with an outlet centre then 3 years later stage 2 being an 

integrated traditional mall design. In my view this centre was able to integrate excellent 

design features combined with a traditional retail centre and large format stores very 

successfully to deliver an ICSC international Design Award and is seen as a benchmark in 

hybrid retail design. 

 

8.0  Conclusion 

8.1 I have discussed three key issues regarding the Styx site 
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8.2 Firstly, I have described the characteristics and design outcomes of good commercial centre 

design. I discuss the key attributes of quality mall and retail which I believe Styx meets in all 

cases.  I discuss also that commercial zone rules and quality retail master planning is 

sufficient to develop a quality design for the Styx Retail and Commercial Centre,  

8.3 Secondly the ability of achieving good design (functional and aesthetic) if subject to detailed 

rules and predetermined location of elements such as internal roads. I have noted in my 

evidence that an ODP or outline development plan can still fail to meet the objectives of the 

owner, retailer or community. I believe flexibility in planning is fundamental for any 

commercial development to be sustainable. I also discuss also that planning professionals 

often underestimate the spatial requirements for site development of this scale and that 

prescribing positions as critical as internal site roading for a main street will limit and inhibit 

the functioning of the site. This is the current situation on Styx. I believe quality master 

planning and architecture with appropriate urban design input will provide a quality retail and 

commercial centre. This can be achieved through a simple consent process contained in the 

Commercial Core zone rules involving evaluation of proposals against accepted design 

principles rather than prescribed standards and adherence to an inflexible outline 

development plan.   

 

8.4 Thirdly I have discussed the need to provide for flexibility over time to enable the built form 

to respond to changes in the market and tenants requirements. I note that retail centres are 

dynamic and changing and flexibility must be built in to all of the projects aspects including 

planning and design to ensure the centre remains sustainable and viable to the 

owner/developer as well as relevant to the community. In my experience an owner such as 

AMP Capital NZ Ltd which regularly develops projects has the experience to ensure the 

project will be developed competently through a staged development process 

8.5  I therefore support the use of the proposed Commercial Core rules being applied to the 

Styx site. In my opinion the simpler consent requirements of this zone should enable quality 

retail and commercial outcomes without the need for specific Styx overlay rules having to be 

applied.  

 

Jeremy Whelan 

 

24 April 2015 


